Background {#Sec1}
==========

A systematic, reproducible and transparent methodological approach is a key component in systematic reviews. The systematic review process consists of several steps: after a systematic search for the relevant literature, the publications retrieved are screened and the relevant ones selected. This is followed by data extraction and analysis as well as an appraisal of the review's results.

Stringent requirements exist with regard to the transparency of the study selection process (hereinafter referred to as "screening") and the reliability of the corresponding results. These requirements aim to avoid the non-detection of relevant evidence with a subsequent risk of bias that endangers the validity of conclusions drawn from the evidence available \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\].

The relevant publications are selected in several steps \[[@CR3]\]:Exclusion of irrelevant references (i.e. references not fulfilling the eligibility criteria) through perusal of the titles, and, if available, the abstracts. If doubts exist as to the relevance of a study, the corresponding full text is obtained.The full texts of the potentially relevant publications are obtained. The decision on the inclusion of the study is then made on the basis of these full texts.

All selection steps are performed by 2 persons independently of each other. Discrepancies are resolved by discussion.

The double screening approach is an international standard and recommended by well-established handbooks, which mostly refer only to the study by Edwards 2002 as the evidence base for this recommendation \[[@CR4]\].

The double-screening approach offers the following advantages: firstly, it ensures that the study inclusion criteria are applied consistently, thus avoiding systematic errors, and secondly, random errors such as careless mistakes can be identified and corrected \[[@CR5]\]. However, it is resource intensive, which can be a problem, as systematic reviews generally need to be completed within a defined period with a limited budget \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\].

In recent years, the focus of methodological research has shifted more to the analysis of efficiency resources, as there is a growing need to provide evidence products faster \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\], for instance, as rapid reviews. This means that there is an increasing demand for research on methodological shortcuts. Its aim is to evaluate what impact these shortcuts have on the validity of the results and conclusions of systematic reviews \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR9]\]. Single screening, which requires far fewer resources than double screening, also represents a potential shortcut \[[@CR7], [@CR10], [@CR11]\]. It is therefore of interest whether, and under what conditions and with what impact, a single screening approach could be applied.

The aim of the following methodological systematic review was to analyse the evidence available on whether single screening is equivalent to double screening in the screening process conducted in systematic reviews.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Information sources and literature search {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------

The electronic search strategy was developed by an experienced information specialist (SW). We searched Medline (Ovid), all PubMed databases, and the Cochrane Methodology Register (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Appendix A); the last bibliographic search was conducted in October 2018. We also applied the "similar articles" function in PubMed with 4 known key publications to identify additional relevant articles (applied for the first 20 entries). Furthermore, in June 2018 we searched all Cochrane Colloquium abstracts (since 2009) as well as the Cochrane database of oral, poster and workshop presentations (since 1994). We also cross-checked reference lists of all articles included. In addition, we screened guidelines known to us on the conduct of systematic reviews.

Eligibility criteria and selection of evaluations {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------

We included all evaluations comparing single with double screening (i.e. including at least 2 reviewers screening independently of one another). We did not limit the evaluations to a certain number of screening steps, i.e. evaluations dealing only with one screening step (e.g. title/abstract screening) were eligible for inclusion. Evaluations involving students or persons without screening experience were excluded.. The rationale behind this decision was that we were only interested in testing standards for a highly professional environment (e.g. an HTA agency) and not in whether or how inexperienced researchers could be involved in the screening process. No text mining or automation tools were allowed. No restrictions to the type of studies to be screened in the evaluations (e.g. therapeutic) were applied. Only evaluations published in English and German were included.

As a minimum requirement, each evaluation had to report at least one quantitative measure for missing studies. No data on the agreement between reviewers (e.g. calculation of Cohen's kappa) were considered, as they were not the focus of our study.

We expected the most frequent comparison to be single versus double screening (i.e. the gold standard applied in the evaluations; see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for definitions). Additional analyses could include an assessment of the impact of the non-detection of relevant studies, for example, by investigating whether this would have led to changes in the results of a meta-analysis of the study pool originally included. Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Appendix B outlines the eligibility criteria in detail.Table 1Characteristics of the 4 evaluationsEdwards 2002Doust 2005Pham 2016Shemilt 2016Aim of evaluationEstimate the accuracy and reliability of reviewers when screening records for relevant trials for a systematic reviewAssess the reliability and accuracy of reviewers' screeningAssess the implications of applying methodological shortcuts: one of the shortcuts is a single screening approachCompare the costs and effects of a single screening approach.Other aims/comparisons included in the evaluation--The other aim was to assess the sensitivity and precision of five published search strategiesThe other shortcuts were:- one bibliographic database plus ancillary sources- limiting the search to bibliographic databases- only papers available electronicallyFour variant screening approaches were analysed.The other approaches were:- safety first screening- double screening- single screening with text miningNumber of- reviews examined- 1- 2- 3- 1- reviewers involved- 4- 2- 2- 1- sets of screenings examined- 6\*- 2- 3- 1- individual screenings analysed- 12- 4- 6- 1Screening step assessedTitle/abstract screening onlyTitle/abstract screening onlyTitle/abstract screening onlyTitle/abstract screening onlyPiloting screeningPrior meeting to discuss inclusion criteriaNo information providedPre-test screening of 50 potentially relevant recordsNo information providedGold standardStudies identified as relevant by a double screening approach.Disgreements were resolved by consensusStudies identified as relevant by a double screening approach. Disagreements were resolved by consensus.Original reviews' study pool. No further information provided.Studies identified as relevant by a double screening approach. Disagreements were resolved by consensus.Number of hits needed to be screened22,571 hits,(each reviewer was to screen approximately 11,286 records)Tympanometry: 638 hitsNatriuretic peptides: 373 hitsWilhelm 2011: 1890 hitsGreig 2012: 3091 hitsBucher 2015: 690 hits12,477 hitsStudy type(s) included in the reviewRCTsDiagnostic test accuracy studiesWilhelm 2011: n/a; no limitationsGreig 2012: limited to experimental (control and challenge trials), quasi-experimental (before-and-after trials), cohort designsBucher 2015: no limitations on study designsStudies of any design, using quantitative and/or qualitative methodsReviewer experience as reported in the evaluation"Each reviewer had substantial experience of screening records for systematic reviews, apart from reviewer 2 who was relatively inexperienced.""The first reviewer had more content knowledge and more experience in completing systematic reviews" \[\...\]"Reviewer A was a veterinarian, had a master's degree in epidemiology and had over 5 years of experience in relevance screening for reviews in agri-food public health.Reviewer B had a master's degree in public health and over 2 years of experience in relevance screening for reviews in agri-food public health".\[...\] "conducted by an experienced team of systematic reviewers with substantial experience in primary care and medical education"Reviewer experience: classificationReviewer 1: experiencedReviewer 2: less experiencedReviewer 3: experiencedReviewer 4: experiencedReviewer 1: experiencedReviewer 2: less experiencedReviewer 1: experiencedReviewer 2: less experiencedReviewer 1: experiencedRe-analysis meta-analysisNoNoYesYesNumber of missed records presentedYesYesYesYes\*Each reviewer was assigned to 3 sets to screen (2 reviewers for each set): Reviewer 1: sets A,B,C; Reviewer 2: sets A,D,E; Reviewer 3: sets B, D, F; Reviewer 4: sets C, E, F

We used an online screening tool for the screening process (an internal tool called web Trial Selection Database, webTSDB). All titles/abstracts identified in the electronic databases were screened by 2 authors (DP, SB) independently of one another. Discrepancies were resolved by discussion. Cochrane Colloquium abstracts and the database of oral poster and workshop presentations were screened by one author (SB), which is in line with recommendations for the screening of supplementary information sources \[[@CR3]\]. All potentially relevant full texts were screened by 2 authors (DP, SB) independently of one another. Discrepancies were resolved by discussion. In the case of discrepant judgements, a third author (SW) was involved.

Data extraction and synthesis {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

Data extraction was conducted by one author (SW) and checked by another (DP). Data were summarized in a structured narrative way. The narrative synthesis included information on the sample (evaluations, sets for screening, and studies included), reviewers, screening methods, the gold standard as well as results. In addition, we performed a post-hoc subgroup analysis to investigate the impact of reviewer experience. No assessment of risk of bias or methodological quality was performed due to the nature of our review and the wide range of study designs included in the evaluations analysed.

We calculated the median proportion of missed studies with respect to all screenings. As there were great variations in the number of missed studies between reviewers, we conducted post-hoc subgroup analyses based on reviewer experience.

We did not register our review in the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO), as it did not meet the eligibility criteria (inclusion of at least one outcome of direct patient or clinical relevance). The current systematic review was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Appendix C).

Results {#Sec6}
=======

The bibliographic search yielded 2168 hits; 1064 hits without duplicates were screened; 22 were potentially relevant and obtained in full text (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequent full paper-based screening excluded an additional 18 references, as no relevant evaluation was reported (*n* = 3) or potentially relevant evaluations involved students or persons without screening experience (*n* = 4) or quantified measures were either not reported or could not be calculated with the results reported (*n* = 11); see Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Appendix D. We identified one potentially eligible evaluation reported in a conference abstract, with no full-text publication available. We contacted one of the authors who responded that he had no access to any data. No additional evaluations were identified through handsearching or any other sources.Fig. 1Flowchart for selection of evaluations of screening approaches

We ultimately included 4 evaluations (Edwards 2002 \[[@CR12]\], Doust 2005 \[[@CR13]\], Pham 2016 \[[@CR11]\], Shemilt 2016 \[[@CR10]\]).

The characteristics of the 4 evaluations included are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The 4 evaluations investigated a total of 23 single screenings (12 sets for screening conducted by 9 reviewers). The number of hits needed to be screened varied between 373 and 12,477 hits for each reviewer per set. All evaluations only examined title and abstract screening.

The 4 evaluations considered different study types: randomized controlled trials (RCTs) (Edwards 2002), diagnostic test accuracy studies (Doust 2005), as well as all study types (Pham 2016 and Shemilt 2016). No patterns or associations were noticeable between study types screened in the evaluations and the number of studies missed.

The reviewers' level of experience in the 4 evaluations varied. Six of the 9 reviewers were described as being experienced and 3 had a lower level of experience than the other reviewer(s) involved (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). All evaluations reported the number of studies missed by the reviewers. Two re-ran the meta-analysis without the missed studies (Pham 2016, Shemilt 2016).

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the overall results and the results of the individual evaluations. Edwards 2002 is the only evaluation with a comparable research question and their results are similar to ours. That was to be expected, as Edwards 2002 contributed more than half (12 of 23) of the individual screenings to our overall result.Table 2Median proportion of missed studiesMedian proportion missedSets of screeningsMin. in %Max. in %Overall result5%230%57.8%Edwards 20025.7%120%24.1%Doust 20051.5%40%3.0%Pham 201616.6%60%57.8%Shemilt 20160.6%1**----**

The number of missed studies in each set for screening is displayed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} (summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In 23 screenings conducted by 9 reviewers, 41,730 references were screened; the median proportion of missed studies was 5% (range 0 to 58%).Table 3Individual results of the evaluationsEvaluationReviewerReview or set of screeningsNumber of missed studiesNumber of included studies (gold standard)Proportion of missing studiesResults of the re-analysis of the meta-analysiszzEdwards 20021Set A0220%n.a.1Set B1303%n.a.1Set C33110%n.a.2\*\*Set A2229%n.a.2\*\*Set D22010%n.a.2\*\*Set E72924%n.a.3Set B1303%n.a.3Set D1205%n.a.3Set F52421%n.a.4Set C2316%n.a.4Set E0290%n.a.4Set F1244%n.a.Doust 20051Tympanometry1333%n.a.2\*\*Tympanometry1333%n.a.1Natriuretic peptides0200%n.a.2\*\*Natriuretic peptides0200%n.a.Pham 20161Wilhelm 201121911%Negligible impact on findings1Greig 20122366%Negligible impact on findings1Bucher 20150180%No impact on findings2\*\*Wilhelm 2011111958%Substantial change in findings2\*\*Greig 201273619%Substantial change in findings2\*\*Bucher 201531817%Substantial change in findingsShemilt 20161Park 201511691%Negligible impact on findingsOverall Result**53733**\*\* Reviewer with less experience than the other reviewer(s) involvedn.a. not applicable

The post-hoc subgroup analyses based on reviewer experience showed that 15 of the 23 screenings were conducted by 6 experienced reviewers and 8 by the 3 reviewers with less experience. The median proportion of missed studies for the experienced reviewers was 3% (range: 0 to 21%) and 13% for the 3 other reviewers (range: 0 to 58%).

The impact of missing studies on the findings of meta-analyses had been reported in 2 evaluations for 7 single screenings including a total of 18,148 references. In 3 of these 7 single screenings -- all conducted by the same reviewer (with less experience) -- the findings would have changed substantially. The remaining 4 of these 7 screenings were conducted by experienced reviewers and the missing studies had no impact or a negligible one on the findings of the meta-analyses.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Our methodological systematic review of evaluations of single versus double screening showed that single screening of the titles and abstracts of studies retrieved in bibliographic searches is not equivalent to double screening, as substantially more studies are missed. However, our findings indicate that this approach could still represent a potential approach for study selection, as long as it is conducted by an experienced reviewer.

Reviewer experience {#Sec8}
-------------------

Only 2 of the 4 evaluations included re-analysed data without the missing studies. In 3 of the 7 single screenings, the studies missed would have led to a substantial change in the findings of the meta-analyses. Even though the reviewer responsible was less experienced than the other reviewer involved, the number of studies missed was surprising. For example, he or she missed 11 of 19 studies in the Wilhelm 2011 review (\[[@CR14]\] in Pham 2016). In comparison with the results of the other evaluations, this is a major outlier (the results for the other inexperienced reviewer ranged from 3 to 24% missed studies).

Pham did not provide an explanation for this, but even if study inclusion criteria had been applied inconsistently or random errors had occurred, this high number of studies missed is unusual. As this evaluation was the only one with pre-test screening, any topic-related systematic error should have been eliminated.

It has also been shown that reviewer experience has an impact on other tasks in systematic reviews, such as assessing their methodological quality or extracting data \[[@CR15]\].

Research question too vague {#Sec9}
---------------------------

One explanation why studies were missed might be that the research question was too vague and largely depended on the reviewer's interpretation. Pham stated "the specificity of the review question may have made identification of relevant studies more straightforward for reviewers" \[[@CR11]\]. This is supported by the fact that the Bucher 2015 review, which yielded the best results for single screening, had the most narrowly defined research question of all 3 reviews included by Pham, with just one population group, one intervention and one pathogen. Patients, interventions, comparisons and outcomes (PICO) should therefore be defined as exactly as possible in order to avoid dependence on the reviewer's interpretation of exactly what study types, interventions or, in this example, pathogens might be eligible.

Single screening approach as a methodological shortcut {#Sec10}
------------------------------------------------------

The question remains as to whether it is an appropriate decision to apply single screening of titles and abstracts as a methodological shortcut for rapid reviews. As Shemilt 2016 concluded, such a decision depends on "the willingness of review teams and funders to sacrifice recall in order to substantively reduce the overall workload and total costs of systematic review production". In our opinion, the reduction in recall is marginal and the results are robust enough to establish this approach as a methodological shortcut, as long as it is applied by an experienced reviewer.

Importance of bibliographic searches {#Sec11}
------------------------------------

A further aspect should also be considered in future research: all results of the 4 evaluations included refer to the screening of citations retrieved from bibliographic databases as the only information source. However, systematic reviews generally consider several other sources (e.g. clinical study reports provided by regulatory agencies or manufacturers, study registries, scanning reference lists etc.), so that the identification of the relevant study pool does not rely solely on the screening approach for the results of the bibliographic search. The impact of these additional searches on the number of missing studies is not mentioned in the evaluations analysed. However, there is evidence that these different search approaches (e.g. citation searching) could represent useful supplementary alternatives \[[@CR16]\]. It should also be noted that in the assessment of drugs, bibliographic databases provide insufficient information to enable the assessment of a primary study and should therefore not be the main information source \[[@CR17]\]. None of the 4 evaluations we included mentions this aspect, even though other information sources had also been considered (e.g. Pham 2016 evaluated the screening in Greig 2012, in which reference lists and conference proceedings had also been screened). The impact of studies missed in the screening of results of bibliographic searches may thus be lower than expected when other information sources, which may contain the missing studies, are considered.

Available evidence {#Sec12}
------------------

We could compare our results only with one other systematic review. Recently, Robson 2018 summarized evaluations of methods for systematic reviews, including study selection. According to their results on screening, the evidence supported the involvement of 2 independent experienced reviewers. Robson 2018 included 4 studies to investigate the question as to whether 2 independent reviewers are required for study selection. They included Yip 2013 \[25\], which we excluded due to the lack of a quantitative measure for missing studies. In addition, we included one further evaluation (Pham 2016) not included in Robson. Robson summarized the conclusions of the evaluations included, whereas we extracted and analysed the actual data. Our findings may thus potentially provide a more accurate picture of the current evidence. However, we emphasize that our findings can only indicate certain tendencies or be used to help create hypotheses for future research to test when a single screening approach might be applicable.

Research gaps {#Sec13}
-------------

Evidence is still lacking on the issue as to whether the number of missed studies would change if full-text screening were also performed by a single reviewer.

A further important issue is the technical aspect of screening. Except for Shemilt 2016, none of the evaluations reported whether they had used a screening tool, reference management software, or hardcopies for screening. It can be assumed that 15 to 20 years ago (applies to Edwards 2002 and Doust 2005) screening was conducted using hardcopies, an approach that might be more error prone than the use of a screening tool. Edwards 2002 noted that aspects of electronic records could influence their ease of identification for systematic reviews.

### Future research {#Sec14}

There is still a need for further validation of the single screening approach under consideration of the following factors:the impact of reviewer experience and poorly described PICO on the number of missed studies,the impact of missed studies on results of meta-analyses,the impact of non-bibliographic information sources on the relevance of studies missed in bibliographic searches,the impact of single full-text screening on sensitivity (vs. double screening)the impact of training or piloting before starting screeningthe impact of screening toolsthe impact of the prioritization of references in combination with single or double screening (as analysed in Shemilt 2016).

We are therefore currently conducting further research on screening approaches, including single screening, to address these open questions \[[@CR18]\].

Limitations {#Sec15}
-----------

Our work has some limitations: firstly, searching for evaluations on screening approaches is challenging. We tried to identify all relevant sources; however, we cannot exclude that we missed some relevant evaluations. Secondly, we had to rely on the information provided in the evaluations included; re-analyses were not possible due to the way results were reported. Thirdly, we could only roughly classify reviewer experience, as the information provided in the evaluations was inconsistent and incomplete: for instance, only one evaluation reported the extent of screening experience in years and none reported the number of systematic reviews previously conducted.

Conclusions {#Sec16}
===========

Single screening of the titles and abstracts of studies retrieved in bibliographic searches is not equivalent to double screening, as substantially more studies are missed. However, in our opinion such an approach could still represent an appropriate methodological shortcut in rapid reviews, as long as it is conducted by an experienced reviewer. The current evidence base on the impact of studies missed in screening is insufficient and further research is required to confirm our preliminary findings. There is also a need for further validation of the single screening approach, for example, by investigating factors that influence the number of studies missed in screening.
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PICO

:   patient, intervention, comparison and outcome

RCT

:   randomized controlled trials
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